Earn
€ 6,200-€ 6,700*
extra per year

CoinCasher
– profit in more
ways than one

Customising
and support

Customise
your CoinCasher™
with these options:

CoinCasher™ is provided as a recommended base unit

Coin sorting options

CoinCasher™ is the coin deposit system that provides your customers with an easy way

You choose the commission rate you want to charge for each

brochure. But you can also tailor it to your business’

to cash in coins. And provides you with an easy way to create a new profit centre in less

transaction. But that’s just to start. CoinCasher™ offers many other

unique needs with a number of modular enhancements.

than one square metre.

benefits your store will profit from.

Every year, more and more coins are produced
and circulated by governments worldwide. This is
because, as studies in the US and Europe show, many
consumers save coins at home, taking them out of
circulation.
CoinCasher™ is an ideal way for you to take
advantage of this trend. A CoinCasher™ ideally
situated in your retail environment gives customers
the incentive and opportunity to easily turn coins into
cash for new purchases at your store, while avoiding
inconvenient trips to the bank and the hassle of
having to roll or separate coins.
Considering that CoinCasher™ takes up less than
one square metre of space, requires no investment in
stock and minimal investment in maintenance and
training, this provides you with an exciting new
source for profit – one that is already proven in
many markets.

™

CoinCasher™ pays
Commission
You choose the commission to charge for the service in
your market – in the US, the typical rate is around 9%

Increased revenue
Experience shows that many customers use their
new-found cash to make purchases in-store

Increased store traffic
Customers like self-service options.
Studies show they will go out of their way
to shop at stores that have them

More profit per square metre
CoinCasher™ takes up very little space,
0.34 sq.m. of floor space, yet generates
exceptional revenue

Return on investment
CoinCasher™ repays your initial investment
more quickly than most vending machines – no
new stock purchases or wasted time refilling

Proven potential
50% of UK households are ready to cash their coins
In the United Kingdom the average household has £27
of saved coins. A survey shows that 50% of the
population would use a coin deposit machine to
process them if available locally.

Averaging € 50 per transaction in Ireland
An Irish company owns and manages 60 SCAN COIN
coin deposit systems at retail locations countrywide and is enjoying profits from the more than €40
million saved in loose change in Irish households.
Their retail customers benefit from an extra in-store
sales the service generates, especially when the
company’s own studies show that the average coin
transaction is from €50 and up.

Studies in the US show that added value
services like CoinCasher™ can have a dramatic
effect on customer preference – simply put,
customers are more likely to choose a store
where they can cash their coins to pay for
purchases. This means CoinCasher™ can act as
a profit-generating marketing tool for attracting
new business.
You also have the option of making the
service part of an in-store loyalty programme.
For instance, you could reward customers with
a loyalty card by letting them enjoy the service
commission-free.
Having a CoinCasher™ in-store can also help
you avoid change shortfalls, especially outside
of banking hours or between CIT deliveries.
With CoinCasher™, you always have a potential
source of extra change – without the bank
handling fees and security issues.

with all the profit-generating benefits described in this

For instance, you can add a sorting option that
automatically organises different coin denominations,
various types of card readers are available, etc.
CoinCasher™ also comes with a comprehensive kit
that includes staff awareness and support tools, and
finished marketing pieces to use in-store as well as
marketing material to attract new customers.

CoinCasher™ marketing kit
The success of the CoinCasher™ is based on volume and
traffic – in short, consumers liking and using the machine.
SCAN COIN offers a range of material and activities to
help the retailer get started and make profit from day
one and to draw consumers attention to the machine and
help them use it. Some examples are advertisements, user
manuals, coin bags, user guides etc:

Automatically sorts coins
by denomination, saving
time and hassle

Card reader
Ideal for customer
loyalty programmes,
transactions, coin value
or points can be credited
instantly

Colour screen
User-friendly option that
also doubles as a display
for advertising in-store
promotions when
CoinCasher™ is not in use

Software connectivity
Links CoinCasher(s) to
your business software,
and lets you instantly
monitor servicing and
coin collection

Cashing in across the US
In the US, a popular national grocery chain has
installed SCAN COIN coin deposit systems at
more than 1,500 outlets. The service has been very
popular with customers since its inception in 2003,
and is considered a profit centre for the company.

* Based on 3 deposits per day and an 8% commission, with 90% transactions
redeemed as goods (with a minimum 25% GM to retailer) the retailer can achieve
a profit increase of over €6,000 per year.
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CoinCasher™ is a freestanding system that accepts coins in a variety of chosen denominations,
quickly and accurately counts them, and produces a receipt for the value – excluding the
commission you’ve earned for providing the service.
CoinCasher™ is simple and intuitive to use.
Instructions are provided on the face of the unit,
ensuring problem-free self-service and no need
for any extra staff support.
Once coins are deposited into the tray,
CoinCasher™ begins an accurate high speed
count that automatically off-sorts dirt,
counterfeit coins and foreign objects.
At the end of the count, CoinCasher™
prints the receipt, which can be
personalised with your brand
name and and enhanced with
security features.

Simple,
convenient,
profitable

The customer brings the receipt to a cashier,
exchanging it for cash or, often, using the value
to pay for purchases from your shop.
It’s that easy. Customers appreciate the
opportunity to turn coins that were just sitting
around the house into cash for new purchases.
You benefit from the increased traffic a new low
cost service can provide and the commission
you decide to charge for each transaction.

CoinCasher™ –
as simple as 1,2,3

1 2 3

Count on
™
CoinCasher
by SCAN COIN
CoinCasher™ is produced by SCAN COIN, a
global provider of cash handling solutions. Our
experience serving some of the world’s most
demanding customers has helped us in our
continuing drive to develop innovative products
and services for the retail sector.
The CoinCasher™ system is designed with the
same security and accuracy measures found in
the equipment for our banking customers.
Thousands of self-service Cash Deposit Systems
from SCAN COIN are already in use worldwide,
backed by an extensive network of local service
and support providers.
Discover all the ways CoinCasher™ can turn
less than one square metre into a whole new
profit centre for your store. Find your nearest
SCAN COIN representative at www.scancoin.com,
or by using one of the contact points listed below.

A comprehensive
range for retail
SCAN COIN is your complete partner for cash
handling solutions in the retail sector.
Flexible, secure, effective – whatever your cash
management needs, SCAN COIN has a solution
you can depend on.
CoinCasher™ – customer-friendly coin deposit system that
generates new profit for your business.
CashComplete™ – a total solution designed to meet all main
challenges retailers face such as security, cash handling
costs, customer service, etc. CashComplete™ is a closed
end-to-end solution securing the entire cash loop.
RCS (Retail Cash System™) – designed to fully automate the
in-store cash office, suppling and depositing cash between
shifts.
For the back-office, SCAN COIN supplies a full range of
automated coin/note counters and sorters that make cash
processing routines more
accurate and efficient.
Software solutions are
available for a wide range
of applications, including
monitoring and keeping
track of cash and data
flow giving retailers an
overview of cash
processing operations.

CoinCasher™ is a trademark of SCAN COIN.
Founded in 1966, scan coin is one of today’s leading suppliers of cash processing equipment, system solutions
and services. Our worldwide customer base is served through a network of scan coin companies and distribution partners
covering some 120 countries. scan coin develops, manufactures and markets equipment and integrated solutions
for handling bank-notes and coins, and has become a world leader in the automatic cash processing market.

Scan Coin AB, Jägershillgatan 26, SE-213 75 Malmö, Sweden
Phone int. +46 40 600 06 00, Fax +46 40 600 07 00, E-mail: info@scancoin.se, Internet: www.scancoin.com
scan coin Companies

Address

Phone

E-mail

SCAN COIN Svenska AB
SCAN COIN A/S
SCAN COIN A/S
SCAN COIN Ltd.
SCAN COIN Ireland Ltd.
SCAN COIN-PERCONTA GmbH
SCAN COIN North America Inc.
SCAN COIN S.L.
SCAN COIN Ltd.
SCAN COIN Italia s.r.l.
SCAN COIN-Borsu Systema B.V.
SCAN COIN Belgium
France Espèces Groupe SCAN COIN SAS
ServiCash Lda.

Gustav III:s boulevard 46, SE-169 73 Solna, Sweden
Rosenholmveien 25, NO-1410 Kolbotn, Norway
Smedeland 6, DK-2600 Glostrup, Denmark
Dutch House, 110 Broadway, Salford Quays, M50 2UW, UK
Bracetown Business Park, Clonee, Co Meath, Ireland
Sylvesterallee 2, DE-225 25 Hamburg, Germany
20145 Ashbrook Place, Suite 110, Ashburn VA 20147-3375, USA
Tomas Bretón 31-35 local 7, 08950 Esplugues de Llobregat, Barcelona, Spain
Room 1301-2, 13/F, Easey Commercial Building, 253 - 261 Hennessy Road, Wanchai, HONG KONG
Via Vittorio Veneto 8, IT-20091 Bresso (Milano), Italy
Van Weerden Poelmanweg 23, NL-3768 MN Soestduinen, The Netherlands
4, rue de la Presse, BE-1000 Bruxelles, BELGIUM
10, rue de Temara, B.P. 8266, FR-78108 Saint-Germain-en-Laye Cedex, France
Rua Campos Junior, 7-A, PT-1070-306 Lisboa, Portugal

+46 8 555 282 00
+47 66 81 34 00
+45 43 63 06 44
+44 161 873 0500
+353 1 801 4077
+49 40 547 6130
+1 703 729 8600, 800 336 3311 (Toll free)
+34 902 446 777
+852 2590 6438
+39 02 610 11 47
+31 35 603 98 88
+32 2 223 75 30
+33 1 39 04 05 50
+351 21 760 90 44

info@swe.scancoin.se
info@scancoin.no
info@scancoin.dk
sales@scancoin.co.uk
sales@scancoin.ie
info@scancoin.de
inquiry@scancoin-usa.com
info@scancoin.es
clam@scancoin.com.hk
info@scancoin.it
info@scbs.nl
infos@france-especes.fr
infos@france-especes.fr
servicash@mail.telepac.pt

Service is available worldwide through a network of SCAN COIN factory-trained service specialists.
SCAN COIN reserves the right to change the design and/or specifications without prior notice.
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– cash in on your
customers’ coins
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CoinCasher
– making money from money
has never been easier

™
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